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This concise edition contains four expressive and lively impromptus that will challenge advanced pianists. To clarify the composer's original notations on tempo, dynamics, fingering, pedaling and ornamentation, Dr. Baylor has included notes on performing each piece and provided footnotes for difficult passages. These editorial suggestions make preparing for a performance both enjoyable and educational.
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**Customer Reviews**

Nothing special about this sheet music - the typical (good quality) print. Song is for intermediate to advanced pianists. I have several large books of classical music, and this song is not in any of them. I ordered the sheet music because it is a fantastic song and a must have for any pianist's repertoire.

Well it's a cheap, well paged book for pianists and has 4 of the most beautifull pieces of pianoliterature.(PLAY ALL OF THEM!!!!). I prefered this edition because the other one that has both2 series of improptus and some other pieces (Alfred again) is too much money and you get nothingmore than this one here.(Except the improptu op 142,no 2 that is in the other set).

I'm using this book for my piano lesson. It has unconventional stype of pedalling instruction. So, I
decided to go with my teacher's style in pedalling. Other than that, the pages are easy to turn; it's light and convenient to carry; it has proper notes size; and it's not missing any significant notes as opposed to the ones for begginers and kids. I'm satisfied with this book only because my teacher will supplement the use of pedalling.

Good footnotes, good fingering. Spread out well on the page (not squished like other editions). Would recommend for students. Great collection to own, as well. Print of high-quality.

Liked the layout of this book; easy to read with editorial notes. The music is much harder to play than I thought it would be.
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